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Virtual prototypingAbstract In order to provide accurate launching pitching angular velocity (LPAV) for the exterior
trajectory optimization design, multi-ﬂexible body dynamics (MFBD) technology is presented to
study the changing law of LPAV of the rotating missile based on spiral guideway. AnMFBD virtual
prototypemodel of the rotatingmissile launching system is built usingmulti-body dynamicsmodeling
technology based on the built ﬂexible body models of key components and the special force model.
The built model is veriﬁed with the frequency spectrum analysis.With the ﬂexible body contact theory
and nonlinear theory of MFBD technology, the research is conducted on the inﬂuence of a series of
factors on LPAV, such as launching angle change, clearance between launching canister and missile,
thrust change, thrust eccentricity andmass eccentricity, etc. Through this research, some useful values
of the key design parameters which are difﬁcult to be measured in physical tests are obtained. Finally,
a simpliﬁed mathematical model of the changing law of LPAV is presented through ﬁtting virtual test
results using the linear regression method and veriﬁed by physical ﬂight tests. The research results
have important signiﬁcance for the exterior trajectory optimization design.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
A rotating missile is a terminal defense weapon with quick
reactions, high launching efﬁciency and simple structure, etc.,the main function of which is to intercept and attack sea-
skimming ﬂight anti-ship missiles and high-speed aircrafts.
The missile has important practical signiﬁcance to the coastal
defense of the South China Sea. When the missile is launched,
the empennage seat is used as a support and contact with the
side of spiral guideway in the launching canister so that the
missile moves along with the spiral guideway to achieve
the rotation movement of the missile launching. In the process
of launching the rotating missile, its launching pitching
angular velocity (LPAV) must be some dispersed and difﬁcult
to be determined due to a variety of inﬂuencing factors such
as launching angle change, clearance between launching
canister and missile, thrust change, thrust eccentricity and
mass eccentricity, etc.
1172 G. Liu et al.LPAV is an important initial parameter in the exterior tra-
jectory design.1 The past ﬂight test results prove that the
improper parameter value would result in large deviation
between theoretical and ﬂight test trajectories, and lead to
ﬂight test failure eventually. Therefore, the changing law of
LPAV has some signiﬁcance for the exterior trajectory optimi-
zation design. In order to ﬁnd out the changing law of LPAV
of the rotating missile and provide an accurate initial parame-
ter for the exterior trajectory design, it is of necessity to make
dynamic modeling and simulation of the rotating missile
launching process.2–4 The traditional mathematic modeling
method of launching dynamics is very tedious and the built
model is largely simpliﬁed, therefore it cannot accurately con-
sider the complex collision between the launching canister and
the missile, and even the elastic vibration, large deformation
and nonlinear vibration of the missile, the launching canister
and the rack.5–7 Multi-rigid body launching dynamics model-
ing and simulation technology provides an effective solution
to the rotating missile development problems, which considers
only the complex collision between the launching canister and
the missile but the vibration and deformation of the missile
body, the launching canister and the rack.8,9 The past ﬂight
test results prove that LPAV from multi-rigid body launching
dynamics simulation cannot satisfy the exterior trajectory
design requirement. Rigid-ﬂexible coupling launching dynam-
ics modeling and simulation technology based on the Craig-
Bampton modal synthesis method considers only the linear
elastic deformation of parts, but the collision between ﬂexible
bodies, and not even the larger deformation and nonlinear
analysis.10–14 Therefore, multi-ﬂexible body dynamics
(MFBD) modeling and simulation technology is presented to
solve the above problems.15 MFBD technology enables design-
ers to simulate the mechanical environment more really at
rotating missile launching.
Therefore, in this paper the rotating missile launching sys-
tem is taken as an example, and its multi-body dynamics
model is built based on the MFBD technology using the modal
synthesis method and the nodal method. Based on the built
model, the research is conducted on the inﬂuence of a series
of factors on LPAV such as launching angle change, clearanceFig. 1 Topological structubetween launching canister and missile, thrust change, thrust
eccentricity and mass eccentricity, etc., using the ﬂexible body
contact theory and the nonlinear theory of MFBD technology
and we obtain some signiﬁcant values of the key design param-
eters which are difﬁcult to be measured in physical tests.
Finally, a simpliﬁed mathematical model of the changing law
of LPAV is presented through ﬁtting the virtual test results
by means of the linear regression method and is veriﬁed by
physical ﬂight tests. The research results have important signif-
icance for the exterior trajectory optimization design.2. Components of launching system and analysis of launching
process
The spiral guideway launching system is divided into launcher
and missile according to its structural feature. The launcher is
composed of U-bracket, launching rack and launching canis-
ter. The missile is composed of body, bourrelet, folding rudder
and folding empennage. Its topological structure is shown in
Fig. 1.
In the launching process, the movement relations of the var-
ious components are as follows: after the ignition of the engine,
the missile is locked by the lock device and does not move.
When the thrust increases to a critical value, the lock device
unlocks. The side of empennage seat moves along with the spiral
guideway in the launching canister in the role of the bourrelet to
achieve the rotation movement of the missile launching. The
front and back bourrelet detach the spiral guideway respec-
tively, and also the folding rudder and the folding empennage
automatically spread, position and lock respectively.
3. MFBD model of launching system
On the basis of building the ﬁnite element model of U-bracket,
launching rack, launching canister and missile, according to
the topological structure of launching system, in the Recur-
Dyn’s simulation environment, the MFBD virtual prototype
physical mode of the spiral guideway launching system of
the rotating missile is built as Fig. 2.re of launching system.
Fig. 2 MFBD model of launching system.
Table 1 Modal parameters of U-bracket and launching rack.
Order Frequency of
U-bracket (Hz)
Frequency of
launching rack (Hz)
1 23.29 153.46
2 42.87 164.72
3 43.18 214.18
4 60.88 249.67
5 133.59 336.31
6 142.38 397.06
7 143.07 477.88
8 148.88 482.30
9 171.95 495.52
10 176.49 510.18
11 195.31 535.73
12 204.55 607.80
13 220.45 744.78
14 233.76 803.04
15 236.72 958.61
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In this launching system, U-bracket and launching rack are
reusable products, and there is only hinge relationship between
other parts. Their elastic deformation has a certain inﬂuence
on the attitude of the missile launching, and the elastic defor-
mation of U-bracket and launching rack is very small in the
process of missile launching, so the ﬂexible body models of
U-bracket and launching rack are built using the Craig-Bamp-
ton modal synthesis method.10–14 The Craig-Bampton modal
synthesis method is a particularly effective method to reduce
degrees of freedom, whose basic idea is that a ﬂexible body
is given a set of modes and its deformation can be expressed
using a linear combination of modal vectors and modal
coordinates.16
Using the Craig-Bampton modal synthesis method, the
building process of ﬂexible body models of U-bracket and
launching rack is: Firstly, through components grid discretiza-
tion and a series of relevant deﬁnitions in the ﬁnite element
modeling software Patran, the ﬁnite element model input ﬁles
(\Æbdf) are generated. Secondly, in the \Æbdf ﬁle add the Recur-
Dyn ﬂexbody interface (RFI) ﬁle control command: MBDEX-
PORT RECURDYN FLEXBODY= YES, FLEXONLY=
YES, OUTGSTRS = YES, OUTGSTRN=YES. Thirdly,
the modiﬁed \Æbdf ﬁles are submitted to the ﬁnite element sol-
ver NX Nastran for mode calculation to automatically gener-
ate the required RFI modal neutral ﬁle. Finally, the RFI
modal neutral ﬁles are read to build ﬂexible body models of
U-bracket and launching rack model via R/Flex interface in
RecurDyn. The modal parameters of U-bracket and launching
rack are shown in Table 1.
In this launching system, the missile and the launching can-
ister are not reusable products, and their structures are slender
and thin-walled, so they easily bend in the process of work. In
the launching process, there exists complex collision between
the spiral guideway and several cabins of the rotating missile
body. At the point of contact, there exists local contact nonlin-
earity and material nonlinearity. In order to accurately calcu-
late the collision force and non-linear deformation and
evaluate LPAV, MFBD technology is adopted to build the
ﬂexible body models of the launching canister and the missile
body. MFBD technology expands the Craig-Bampton modal
synthesis method with the nodal method and deﬁnes a ﬂexible
body by using industry-standard ﬁle to read ﬁnite element
meshes.17–21 It truly simulates contact nonlinearity and mate-
rial nonlinearity between the spiral guideway of the launchingcanister and the body of the rotating missile using the nodal
method.
Using the nodal method, the building process of ﬂexible
body models of the missile and the launching canister is:
through components grid discretization and a series of relevant
deﬁnitions in the ﬁnite element modeling software Patran, the
ﬁnite element model input ﬁles (\Æbdf) are generated, which is
directly read to build ﬂexible body models of the missile and
the launching canister via F/Flex interface in RecurDyn. The
ﬂexible body model of the launching canister consists of
45408 nodes and 25742 elements and element type is Solid8
(CHEXA). The ﬂexible body model of the missile consists of
11522 nodes and 10451 elements, and element type is Shell4
(QUAD4) and Mass (CONM2).
3.2. Special force
3.2.1. Contact force
Using a nonlinear parallel spring and damper, the contact
force is simulated between the missile and the spiral guideway,
as well as between the empennage seat and the spiral guideway
in the model. The Coulomb friction effect is considered in the
contact process and the contact force calculation formula can
be expressed as15
f ¼ kdm1 þ c
_d
j _dj j
_djm2dm3 ð1Þ
where k and c are the spring and damping coefﬁcients which
are determined by an experimental method respectively. d is
penetration depth and the _d is time differentiation of d. The
exponents m1 and m2 generate a non-linear contact force and
the exponent m3 yields an indentation damping effect. The val-
ues of contact parameters are shown in Table 2.
3.2.2. Aerodynamic force
In the launching process, the angle of attack of the rotating
missile is zero, and the aerodynamic force cannot be expressed
using lift, drag and lateral force, so the aerodynamic load of
the missile is simpliﬁed as follows. Ignore the random distur-
bance of wind and only consider the horizontal steady wind22;
ignore the change of the missile windward area and the
Table 2 Values of contact parameter.
Contact parameter Value
k (N/m) 3.5 · 107
c (NÆs/m) 2.8 · 104
dmax (m) 1.0 · 104
m1 2.0
m2 1.5
m3 2.0
Table 3 Values of bushing parameter.
Bushing parameter Value
Kii (i= 1, 2, 3) (N/m) (3.4–8.0) · 107
Kii (i= 4, 5, 6)/(NÆm/()) (4.8–8.0) · 105
Cii (i= 1, 2, 3) (NÆs/m) (3.1–5.0) · 103
Cii (i= 4, 5, 6)/(NÆmÆs/()) (1.3–5.0) · 103
ki (i= 1, 2, 3) 1.2
li (i= 1, 2, 3) 1.2
mi (i= 1, 2, 3) 1.2
ni (i= 1, 2, 3) 1.2
1174 G. Liu et al.uniform aerodynamic force is simpliﬁed as the concentration
perturbation force, is act on the pressure center of the missile
and is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the missile;
the formula is
Fa ¼ Cnðv2m þ v2wÞS=2 ð2Þ
where the speciﬁc numerical value of wind load coefﬁcient Cn
and wind load reference area S can be obtained by wind tunnel
experiments, vw is the velocity of steady wind, and vm is the
transverse velocity of missile. Because Fa is a function of vm,
Fa is corrected in real time by compiling a feedback control
function.
3.2.3. Thrust
The engine thrust is simulated using unidirectional force, of
which direction changes with the missile motion attitude,
which can be realized by interpolation function AKISPL.
AKISPL function can be expressed as
AKISPLðt; 0; spline n; 0Þ ð3Þ
where t is simulation analysis time, spline_n is engine thrust
curve. Multiple engine performance curves can set according
to needs; the inﬂuence of different engine thrust on the perfor-
mance of the launching system is validated in the simulation.
3.2.4. Flexible connection force
To more accurately simulate parts’ joint relations, Bushing
method is adopted to connect U-bracket, the ground and
launching rack, as well as launching rack and canister. Bushing
connects parts with 3-direction translational and rotational
force at the connecting point.15 Bushing force model is shown
in Eq. (4) and its parameters are gained per modal test param-
eter identiﬁcation.23,24
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ð4Þwhere Kii (i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) is the stiffness, and Cii (i= 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6) is the damping. Labi and habi (i= 1, 2, 3) are the
translational and rotational displacements of the action mar-
ker with respect to the base marker. vabi and xabi (i= 1, 2,
3) are the translational and rotational velocities of the action
marker with respect to the base marker. Fi and Ti (i= 1, 2,
3) are the constant preloads applied to the action marker. ki,
li, mi and ni (i= 1, 2, 3) are exponents. The values of bushing
parameters are shown in Table 3.3.2.5. Torsion spring
The folding rudder and folding empennage are movable rela-
tive to the missile body. The folding locking mechanism of
the rudder and empennage are very complex; therefore, the
simpliﬁed folding rudder and folding empennage models are
established using a special way. The torsion spring is simulated
by a torsional spring-damping, and the expression is
T ¼ KTðh h0Þ  CT _hþ T0 ð5Þ
where h is the torsional angle, h0 is the pre-torsional angle, KT
and CT are the torsional stiffness and damping respectively,
and T0 is the pre-torque.
Before launching missile, these rotating parts are turned
and pressed into the launching canister. When leaving the
launching canister, they are automatically unfolded in the
effect of torsion spring, and locked and positioned using a spe-
ciﬁc locking mechanism. In order to reduce the disturbance to
the attitude of the missile at the time of position, the bigger
impact force damping is adopted to abate the vibration energy
rapidly.3.3. MFBD equation of launching system
According to the built MFBD virtual prototype physical
model of the spiral guideway launch system, based on the var-
iational form of the Newton–Euler equations for a constraint
mechanism, the multi-rigid body motion equation of the
launching system is built using the principle of virtual work:
F r ¼ BTðM€rþ ðUrrZÞTkrr þ ðUerZ ÞTker QrÞ ¼ 0 ð6Þ
Combined with the ﬁnite element motion equation of ﬂexible
bodies, there is
F e ¼M e€q e þ ðUeeqeÞTkee Q e ¼ 0 ð7Þ
Using MFBD technology and relative coordinate system, the
equation of the launching system is established:
Fig. 3 Contrast of PSD of pitching vibration angular velocity.
Fig. 4 LPAV vs time for different launching angles.
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where B is the transformation matrix with the relationship
between Cartesian and relative coordinates, q is the relative
generalized coordinate,M is the mass matrix, €r is the Cartesian
acceleration, U is the constraint equation, k is the Lagrange
multiplier, Q and F are the force vectors, the superscript ‘‘r’’
means the quantity for the rigid body, the superscript ‘‘rr’’
means the quantities between rigid bodies, the superscript
‘‘e’’ means the quantities for the ﬂexible nodal body, the super-
script ‘‘er’’ means the quantities between a ﬂexible nodal body
and a rigid body and the superscript ‘‘ee’’ means the quantities
between ﬂexible nodal bodies.
According to the MFBD system equation of the launching
system, the dynamic equation puts the ﬁnite element and
multi-body system into one solver to get the solution and realizes
the complete coupling calculation of the ﬁnite element ﬂexible
body and multi-body dynamics.15 With the MFBD technology,
the collision and non-linear deformation between ﬂexible bodies
can be sophisticatedly considered in the simulation process, and
some information such as dynamic stress and dynamic strain of
structure components can be obtained directly.15,19–21
4. Model veriﬁcation
To accurately predict the rotating missile’s LPAV, the built
dynamics prototype model of the spiral guideway launching
system must be veriﬁed. The veriﬁcation methods can be sorted
as subjective conﬁrmation, dynamic interrelation and fre-
quency spectrum analysis, etc.25 Subjective conﬁrmation and
dynamic interrelation method are qualitative and their veriﬁca-
tion accuracy is relatively low. Spectrum analysis is quantita-
tive, which conﬁrms the validity of the simulation model by
comparing the simulation model output spectrum with the
experimental system test spectrum; therefore, it is applicable
to the validation of dynamic performance of the virtual proto-
type model.
Because of the dynamic characteristics of the prototype
model of the rotating missile launching system, the frequency
spectrum analysis is adopted for veriﬁcation. The veriﬁcation
process with spectrum analysis is: based on the analysis of
the related parameter sensitivity, the model parameters are
adjusted to enable the frequency spectrum chart of the pitching
vibration angular velocity of the launching canister oriﬁce con-
sistent in both the virtual test and the physical test.
Because of the complexity and randomness of the missile
launching process, the pitching vibration angular velocity of
the launching canister oriﬁce measured by the test has a certain
difference in the time domain, but very small difference in the
frequency domain. Several test results proved that: the spec-
trum structure of the many times measuring pitching vibration
angular velocity of launching canister oriﬁce are basically iden-
tical, so this paper only gives the spectrum analysis of one test
among them as a representative.
Fig. 3 shows the contrast curves of power spectrum
density (PSD) of the pitching vibration angular velocity ofthe launching canister oriﬁce in both virtual test and physical
test at 20 launching angle, with 13 kN average thrust and
6400 Hz sampling frequency. Fig. 3 indicates that through
multi-adjustment of the model parameter, the consistency of
the results obtained in the virtual test and physical test is quite
good, which effectively proves the veracity of the built
prototype model.
5. Virtual tests and result analysis
When this veriﬁed prototype model is under different condi-
tions, with MFBD technology the research can be conducted
on the inﬂuence of a series of factors on LPAV, such as launch-
ing angle, clearance between missile and canister, thrust
change, thrust eccentricity and mass eccentricity, etc.
5.1. Inﬂuence of launching angle on LPAV
When the clearance value is 0.4 mm, the average thrust is
13000 N, the launching angle range is 0–60; thrust eccentric-
ity and mass eccentricity is not considered, the simulation
results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. From the two ﬁgures we
can see that the launching angle has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence
on LPAV; the bigger the launching angle is, the lower LPAV
will be. Within the launching angle range of 0–60, LPAV
scattering range is about 12.5/s; Within the launching angle
range of 0–20, there is tiny inﬂuence on LPAV; within the
launching angle range of 20–60, there is a signiﬁcant inﬂu-
ence on LPAV.
Fig. 5 Maximum LPAV vs launching angles.
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missile on LPAV
When the launching angle is 20, the average thrust is 13000 N,
the thrust and mass eccentricities are not considered and the
clearance range is 0.2–0.8 mm, the simulation results are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. From the two ﬁgures we ﬁnd that
the clearance has some inﬂuences on LPAV; within the clear-
ance range of 0.2–0.8 mm, LPAV scattering range is about
2/s; at the clearance value of 0.4 mm, LPAV is the lowest
and is about 20.7/s.Fig. 6 LPAV vs time for different clearances between launching
canister and missile.
Fig. 7 Maximum LPAV vs clearances between launching
canister and missile.5.3. Inﬂuence of thrust change on LPAV
When the launching angle is 20, the clearance value is 0.4 mm,
the thrust and mass eccentricity is not considered and the
thrust range is 11.4–15.0 kN, the simulation results are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9. The two ﬁgures indicate that the engine thrust
has some inﬂuences on LPAV; the bigger thrust is, the lower
LPAV will be. Within allowed thrust change range, LPAV
scattering range is about 2.5/s.
5.4. Inﬂuence of thrust eccentricity on LPAV
When the launching angle is 20, the clearance value is 0.4 mm,
the average thrust is 13 kN, the mass eccentricity is not consid-
ered and the thrust eccentricity is 30, the research is conducted
the inﬂuence of different thrust eccentricity direction on
LPAV. Fig. 10 shows the simulation results. Thrust eccentric-
ities 1–2 represent the different directions of thrust eccentricity.
When the thrust eccentricity is 30, the inﬂuence on LPAV is the
smallest and can even be ignored.
5.5. Inﬂuence of mass eccentricity on LPAV
When the launching angle is 20, the average thrust is 13 kN,
the clearance value is 0.4 mm, the thrust eccentricity is not con-
sidered and the mass eccentricity is 0.54 mm, the research is
conducted on the inﬂuence of different mass eccentricity on
LPAV. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 11, mass
eccentricities 1–2 represent the different positions of mass
eccentricity. The ﬁgure indicates that LPAV changes perFig. 8 LPAV vs time for different thrusts.
Fig. 9 Maximum LPAV vs thrust.
Fig. 11 LPAV vs time for different mass eccentricities.
Fig. 10 LPAV vs time for different thrust eccentricities.
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ity is 0.54 mm, LPAV scattering range is about 2.5/s.
5.6. Inﬂuence of multifactor combination on LPAV
The inﬂuence of single factor on LPAV is analyzed in the pre-
vious paragraphs; however, all kinds of interference factors are
very complex. Therefore, it is quite necessary to have a combi-
nation analysis on the factors.
According to the data offered by overall designer,
multiple situations of these inﬂuence factors can be gained.
Table 4 shows only 12 ones of these situations. According to
the deﬁned parameter in Table 4, simulation results are shownFig. 12 LPAV vs time for multifactor combination.
Table 4 Multifactor combination.
Case Launching
angle ()
Clearance
(mm)
Thrust
(kN)
Mass
eccentricity
(mm)
Thrust
eccentricity
(0)
1 20 0.2 11.4 0.1 3
2 20 0.2 15.0 0.9 3
3 20 0.8 11.4 0.1 3
4 20 0.8 15.0 0.9 3
5 40 0.2 11.4 0.1 3
6 40 0.2 15.0 0.9 3
7 40 0.8 11.4 0.1 3
8 40 0.8 15.0 0.9 3
9 60 0.2 11.4 0.1 3
10 60 0.2 15.0 0.9 3
11 60 0.8 11.4 0.1 3
12 60 0.8 15.0 0.9 3in Fig. 12, which indicate that LPAV scattering range is about
6/s with the multi-factor combination; when the launching
angle is 20, LPAV range is about (22 ± 3)/s; when the
launching angle is 40, LPAV range is about (18 ± 3)/s; when
the launching angle is 20, LPAV range is about (14 ± 3)/s.
6. Changing law of LPAV
The virtual test simulation results reveal that among the inﬂu-
ences of scattering factors on LPAV, the launching angle is the
most signiﬁcant one. The bigger launching angle is, the lower
LPAV will be; the inﬂuence of thrust eccentricity is tiny and
Fig. 13 Flight test validation.
1178 G. Liu et al.can be ignored. With multifactor combination, at the same
launching angle, LPAV’s scattering range is about 6/s, indi-
cating a deviation of ±3/s.
The virtual test data from the simulation can be ﬁtted with
the linear regression method to obtain the changing law of
LPAV; its corrected and simpliﬁed mathematics model can
be expressed as26
_hp ¼
ð0:15u 25Þ  3; 0o < u 6 20o
ð0:2u 26Þ  3; 20o < u 6 60o

ð9Þ
where _hp is LPAV, and u is the launching angle. LPAV offered
by this corrected model enables better consistent between the
multiple theoretic ballistic trajectory and ﬂight test optical
measuring ballistic trajectory. So this model is quite applicable.
Fig. 13 shows two ﬂight trajectories of the closed-loop test.
7. Conclusions
(1) MFBD technology can truly simulate the contact non-
linearity and material nonlinearity of complex objects
and be able to accurately and quickly calculate the con-
tact force between the ﬂexible bodies and ﬂexible body
and rigid body, as well as non-linear deformation.
(2) Among the inﬂuences of scattering factors on LPAV, the
launching angle is the most one. The bigger the launching
angle is, the lower LPAV will be; the inﬂuence of thrust
eccentricity is tiny and can be ignored. With combined
inﬂuence such as the clearance between missile and canis-
ter, mass eccentricity and thrust change etc., at the same
launching angle, LPAV’s scattering range is about 6/s.
(3) Using the linear regression method, a simpliﬁed mathe-
matics model of corrected changing law of LPAV is
obtained, which provides more accurate input for
exterior trajectory optimization design and is veriﬁed by
physical ﬂight tests.The research result has important engi-
neering signiﬁcance for tactical missile’s development.
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